
 

 

2019 Starts In Germany: Maison Valentina 

Travels To Imm Cologne 

2019 Starts In Germany: Maison Valentina Travels To Imm Cologne – Another year, 
another great edition of IMM Cologne. Bringing the best trends of interior design, this fair is 
on top of international trade shows for the interior design professionals and visitors from all 
over the world. 

We want to be on top of mind for all the interior designers and professionals of bath projects 
and we believe that our presence in this type of event is crucial, says Sérgio Oliveira, Sales 
Manager. Maison Valentina combines luxury design while offering functionality to one of the 
most important spaces of any project, and this participation on Cologne will show exactly this: 
a stand together with BRABBU and Boca do Lobo, both partner brands from Covet Group, 
where luxury, design and craftsmanship are the main details. 

Find us at Hall 11.1 – Stand D-055. 

  

See Also: The Top 3 Speakers at Cersaie 2018 

  

  

 

  

http://maisonvalentina.net/blog/the-top-3-speakers-at-cersaie-2018/
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/events/2019/jan/maison-objet-paris?utm_source=website&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=slide-homepage-maison-objet-Paris


 

 

WHAT CAN YOU SEE AT OUR STAND? 

KOI Tall Storage 

 

KOI Tall Storage is another product of our amazing Koi family. Finished with Walnut Root 
inside and out and Aged Brass Carps this product is perfect to display your finest accessories. 
Discreet yet exquisite, this tall storage provides you convenient storage space with its glass 
shelves and LED lighting once opening it! 

  



 

 

KOI Mirror 

 

The KOI Mirror shape resembles us a family crest where we can identify two carp scales. 
This format is inspired on a carp which is a major symbol in Japanese culture. The elegance 
of this mirror stands out with gold as its major color and adapts to any environment adding a 
luxury and contemporaneous touch. 

  

See Also: Fantastic Bathroom Ideas In Order To Achieve A Luxury Spa 

 

  

http://maisonvalentina.net/blog/fantastic-bathroom-ideas-in-order-to-achieve-a-luxury-spa/
https://maisonvalentina.net/en/products/freestanding/symphony-freestand?utm_source=artigoblogmv&utm_medium=bannerartigo&utm_content=symphonyfreestanding&utm_campaign=blogmv


 

 

Eden Towel Rack 

 

Eden Towel Rack is totally made out of brass, featuring an engraved polished casted brass 
base and polished brass tubes, this Towel Rack is both functional and stylish! You can hang 
all your bath towels and move it freely throughout your master bathroom. 



 

 

KOI Bathtub 

 

The KOI bathtub features an aged brushed brass base resembling the scales pattern of the 
Japanese Koi carp. The contrived patina iron tub has an oval shape and a curved lip, making 
it the perfect resting spot for your head. The name of this contemporary bathtub and the 
Japanese word for love are homophones making the carp a symbol of love and affection. 

  



 

 

KOI Washbasin 

 

The KOI washbasin helps you create a better sense of space division in your bathroom. The 
aged brushed brass in its base goes perfectly together with the Nero Marquina marble sink 
and countertop. Just like the Koi carps used in tattoos, this artistic and elevated piece will 
forever leave a mark on you. 

  

Do you like this post? Let your comment below and share it on social media. Your feedback 
is essential to us. Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest. 

 

https://pt-pt.facebook.com/maisonvalentina/
https://twitter.com/maisonvalentina
https://www.pinterest.pt/mvalentinabath/

